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Executive Summary

This report describes the analysis by MSE Technology Applications, Inc. (MSE) of the Electron

Spiral Toroid (EST) concept being developed by Electron Power Systems Inc. (EPS). This

analysis was conducted for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley

Research Center (NASA-LaRC). The EST is described by EPS as a plasma shell of toroidal
shape, in which electrons are in orbits around the toroidal axis. The current produced by the

electron motion generates a toroidal magnetic field, which is confined within the torus shell. It is

claimed that this plasma structure is very stable and can store vast amounts of energy, primarily

as a magnetic field. The most detailed description is found in a theoretical study of the EST

concept performed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and published by EPS,
herein listed as reference [I ]. EPS also recently published the Phase I report for a NASA Institute

of Advanced Concepts (NIAC) award, in which some of the specific claims about lifetime and

energy density storage were made, denoted herein as reference [2]. The present analysis was

originally based on these and another document describing the EST concept, which was also
published by EPS [3]. However, dissemination of an early draft of this report led to a further

exchange of information between MSE and EPS [4]; the release of two new documents [5,61; and

multiple revisions of the model by EPS. Reference [5] is actually a revised version of [3], and the
second document [6] is an experimental report for the Defense Special Weapons Agency

(DSWA). The analysis of this additional material is included in the final version of this report.

Following the original description of the EST, the present analysis is mainly based on the cold-

fluid equations for the plasma shell coupled to the self-generated magnetic field. The dynamical

equations of the cold electron fluid, as well as the numerical solutions, are found to match those
presented in [!]. However, these equations only represent an incomplete subset of the plasma

dynamics, since the ion motion was ignored. It is easily seen that the ion fluid is unstable, due to

the repulsing electrostatic field required for electron confinement. A detailed analysis with the

numerical procedure confirmed these results. The EST concept requires an excess of positive
charges, and the potential well thus created is respbnsible for confining the electrons as well as

the magnetic field stored within the torus. Although various scenarios for ion confinement were

then suggested [4,8] by EPS and MIT, none of them is plausible. In fact, it is demonstrated in this
report that this problem is fundamental and cannot be solved within the context of the proposed

EST configuration. Several problems were also found with the results presented in [2] regarding
the physical characteristics of a high-energy EST, which were found to be inconsistent with the

scaling properties of the numerical solutions. The rates of energy losses through collisions and

cyclotron emission were also examined and found to be in error by several orders of magnitude.
Furthermore, the analysis by EPS of the experimental data [6] does not provide proof of an EST,
as defined in [1].

It is demonstrated in this report that the claims of absolute stability and large energy storage

capacities of the EST concept have not been substantiated. However, there is undeniable
experimental evidence of some type of plasma structures whose properties and characteristics still

remain to be determined and which could potentially have applications lbr space propulsion.
However, more realistic theoretical models must first be developed to explain their existence and

properties before applications of interest to NASA can be assessed and developed.



1. Introduction

This report describes the analysis by MSE Technology Applications, Inc. (MSE) of the Electron

Spiral Toroid (EST) concept being developed by Electron Power Systems Inc. (EPS). This

analysis was conducted for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley
Research Center (NASA-LaRC). The company received a Phase I award from the NASA Institute

for Advanced Concepts (NIAC) - grant number 07600-013. The information regarding the EST

concept is somewhat sketchy, since there are no peer-reviewed publications. Our first analysis of
the concept was completed in November 1999, and was based on the limited literature available

at the time; primarily a theoretical description of the concept by C. Chen [1], the NIAC Phase I

report [2], as well as an EPS document describing other aspects of the concept [3]. After the
release of an earlier version of this report and a discussion with EPS investigators [4], further

information was made available [5,6] and subsequently reviewed. Finally, a meeting took place

with EPS and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MTI) [7] during which the latest,
nonpublished information [8,9] was made available. Note also that references [3,5,8] are different

versions of a similar document; the revisions were made following the results of the present
analysis.

In the original "published" documents [1-8], it is claimed that a "stable" plasma, capable of
storing vast amounts of energy, can be created without the need for external confinement

(i.e., "free" ESTs). There is no exact definition of "stable", but indications from the available

literature [2,3] suggest lifetimes of the order of years. Since plasmas in laboratories are

notoriously short-lived entities, this claim is quite spectacular. Other claims are similar in scope.

For example, the EST specific energies could be of the order of 6×!0 _6 J/kg. By comparison,

combustion of I kg of hydrogen with oxygen would generate !.2×108 J, which is equivalent to the
liberation of approximately 1.25 eV/atom. To reach the claimed level of specific energy, each

atom would have to be able to store 650 MeV of energy (approximately 60% of the rest-mass of

the proton itself)! To date, only antimatter is known to have this level of energy density. The
stored energy would primarily be in the form of a confined magnetic field, of the order of

16,000 Tesla. This would lead to an internal pressure of 1 billion atmospheres, yet no external
confinement method is mentioned.

The plasma in the EST is basically contained within a toroidal shell, with the electrons at high
velocity in the poloidal direction (i.e., in orbit around the centerline of the torus). The electron

motion generates a magnetic field along the toroidal direction, which forms the greater circle of

radius R 1 . A schematic of the concept is shown in Figure I below (taken from [2]).

Figure 1: Schematic of EST plasma.



Theplasmais assumed to be strongly coupled. The analysis of plasma dynamics in [1] is based
only on the cold-fluid model, which is certainly valid for strongly coupled plasmas. It is sufficient

to say that thermal effects are assumed to be nonexistent or negligible, and therefore, they are not

considered in [ I ] or in the present analysis.

2. Fundamental Dynamics

The toroid of inner radius rh and outer radius R r , shown in Figure I, can be approximated by an

infinitely long cylinder. The examination of the stability properties of the toroid can then be

reduced to a two-dimensional problem. As described in [1], the plasma is considered to be within

a toroidal shell, between the boundary radius rh and an inner boundary ft. The plasma is

therefore contained in a cylindrical shell. This configuration is identical to the one described in

[1]. Consider also the transformation from an orthogonal coordinate system (_,_',_) into a

cylindrical coordinate system t (_,¢_,_,), as shown in Figure 2. The associated transformation

matrix R_ describes a rotation by an angle ¢p, such that:

u, = Rw_ue _sin_o cos_o lu_
(1)

and

(3)
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Figure 2: Schematic of coordinate transformation. The z-direction is
out of plane. The toroid is approximated by an infinitely long cylinder.

The equation of motion for a cold, incompressible plasma fluid is:

_ffa I-(ff,_-_'}7_ _Zaea (E+ff_x/_)
3t m_

t In the toms. the Z, direction becomes /_, the toroidal direction.

(4)



where a = e,i is the index for the plasma component (electrons and ions). The dynamical

Equation (4) can then be expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system, using the fact that the

magnetic field has a component in the ,*.direction only:
2

_/t,. +ur_,u r t% _ Zae(E,.+u_oB_ ) (5-a)
r m,_

Llrl.'lq_ Za e
c3,t% + ur_ rt% -I - (E_ - u B_ ) (5-b)

r m a

Since one is interested in steady equilibrium conditions, the time-derivatives and the radial

velocity are assumed to be identically zero. The equilibrium configuration being symmetric, we

also have E¢- 0. The only velocity is in the q3direction, the only electric field is in the

direction only, and the magnetic field is in the _ direction. Therefore, one can drop the spatial

index for these quantities. Assuming a single species of ions of mass m,, we then have:
2

II e e

- (E+u,.B)
r HI e

u2 _ Zie(E +u B)
r m i

(6)

The electric field is given by Poisson's equation, i.e.:

10 r (rE) = - n_ (r)) (7)e (Zin, (r)
r _,

At this stage, it is useful to introduce density scales n.,n, and bring all the spatial dependence

into normalized functions f_ (r), .fi (r), such that:

n,(r)=Ti f,,(r) • Z_n_(r)=E]_(r ) and Af(r)=f_(r)-]:,(r) (8)

A spatial scale is also introduced as the minor radius of the toroid, 5, and a normalized radial
variable defined as:

r

p =-- • 0_<p_<l
5,

Introducing also the plasma frequencies tot,_,r_o_,_•
2--

(_02 __ e tl e .

t?l e E .

Poisson's equation becomes:

eE o9_,,_r_,-
--(p) - _

m r

The solutions of the equations of motion

") --(.O[,i Z_e2n--i
nli_ .

!dp'p'Af(p')

then become:

(9)

(9)

(I0)

u,,(p)= 2 w,_+ o9-_+

ui(p) = -o) i +_ o)5 -4w_,iO(p)/p 2

(11)

where the definitions of the cyclotron frequencies have been used:



eB Zj m_
o).=-- ; oJ_=_co,, with 5- (12)

m m i

Finally, the magnetic field is given by Ampere's law:

OrB = -el.t, (iT,f,u i - E_f,.u,_ ) (! 3)

Assuming that the plasma is nearly neutral, one can set fi_ -E_, with any space-charge effects

included in the distribution functions fi,f,.. In that case, the evolution of the magnetic field

becomes:
,)

,.co, - oJ_,,_(fiu i _ f_u,. ) (I 4)7
c

Equations (10),(1 I) and (14), combined with the definition (12), form a closed system and can

thereby be solved.

3. The EST Configuration

According to ref. [ I ], the EST is characterized by an electron density function of the form:

{r_o/rifr_<-r<r_,f" (P) = otherwise (15)

The ions form a background density with the same spatial dependence as the electrons, albeit with

a slight relative excess j_, such that:

f_(p) = j_ f_(p) (16)

In that case,
P

¢b(p)= j" dp'p'Af(p')= r-L(f-I)(p - r_ ) (17)

and

Although there is no other explicit information regarding the ions in the EST model, it is assumed

that they provide afixed background since the ion equation of motion is not being considered in

[I]. It should also be pointed out that there is a somewhat confusing statement in [2], where the
parameters of a large-scale EST are listed (page 1 I of ref. [2]). Although the total charge is 186

coulombs, the system is called "charge-neutral". Even though the relative deviations from
neutrality would appear small *, the densities considered in these intense EST configurations lead

to a large amount of electrostatic energy. In fact, it is precisely this electrostatic charge that is

responsible for containment of the plasma and storage of the intense (16,000 Tesla!) magnetic
field. At sufficiently large distances from the EST, the electric field given by the EST can be
approximated by the zero(h-order term in the multipolar expansion:

E = Q (19)
4r_,R z

_ For example, the last theoretical case considered in [ I ] (page 16) uses a deviation f-I = 5 × 10 -7 .



which (for the 186 Coulombs quoted in [2]) gives a field of E---1.7x1012 V/m at 1 m distance. It

is not known how the developers of the EST intended to prevent electrical discharges from

spontaneously occurring between the EST and its surroundings, given this level of field intensity.

Nevertheless, the theoretical analysis of the EST concept, as described in [1], can be continued. It

is useful to introduce further normalization parameters, such that:

IIe H i
v e- ; v,- (20-a)

O) pe rl 09 pe FI

and

rice-- O)_e " fi_i-- (l)ui, (20-b)
09pc O) pe

Instead of normalizing the distance to the boundary of the toroid (Equation (9)), one can scale the

distance with respect to the inner radius of the electron shell, as in [1 ]: p = r/r r . In that case, the

electron velocity is given by:

= P _ + _"Q/'e +4(j7-1)/( I

Introducing the coupling parameter:

a--
2

C

and since the ions are fixed, the equation for the magnetic field can simply be written as:

_fi_'e Z_e

_P P

afi,. a _,,.+./

and therefore:

(22)

(23)

(24)

Equations (21) and (24) describe the evolution of the system and are completely identical to
Equations (23) and (24) or ref. [I 1-

Therefore, the dynamical system of the EST (as described in [ I]) has been recovered. This is a

nonlinear system, which requires a numerical integration procedure. Therefore, a simple
numerical procedure for the solution of the system (21, 24) was written, and numerical solutions

were obtained for the same parameters as those given in [1]. For example, the normalized

solution for ot = 1.6, j7 = 1.02, and rh/r] = 1.01 is shown in Figure 3. Note that the boundary

radius r_, used here is equivalent to the rh2 radius used in [1]. The solution presented in Figure 3

is completely identical to the corresponding Figure 2 of ref. [ ! ]. All the cases computed in [ 1] are
listed in Table I and have been recomputed with our numerical integration code. These solutions

are shown in Figures 3 through 8 and are identical with the results presented in [1]. However,

there are no figures corresponding to the last case (#4) in [1]. Special attention has been given to

the solution accuracy, and the current numerical scheme uses a stretched grid near the edges of
the plasma shell, such that a smooth solution is guaranteed in that region.

Using the parameters listed in Table !, the physical solutions can be obtained from the

normalized numerical solutions. Of special interest are the peak electron velocity (at the outer
edge of the toroidal shell), the peak magnetic field (at the inner edge of the shell), and the total



number of electrons (and ions) in the shell. The latter can be approximately obtained from the

electron density and the volume of the toroidal shell, neglecting the variation of the density

(ff_fi/r) within the thin shell (rh2-rt<<r t ). Since r_and tz are given, the plasma frequency can

be obtained from Equation (22) and the electron density from the definition of the plasma

frequency (9). The volume of a thin toms ( R v >>r_, ) is approximately given by:

Volr -_ 2zc- Rrrj? (25)

and since the plasma is contained within the shell delimited by rj, r_,__,its volume is:

Vol,, = 2tC2Rr(rl_2-rl 2 ) (26)

And therefore, we approximately have:

_ ]1/2

m e_e,,
N,,:Volr, _'2 - __

(27)

A more accurate value of the total number of electrons N_ can be obtained by integrating the

density profile during the numerical integration. This is accomplished in MSE's code.

The results for all cases considered by Chen in [I ] are shown in Table 2. Note that the velocities

and magnetic fields can be either positive or negative, depending on the sign of the solution taken

in Equations (21) and (24). Only the absolute magnitudes are listed in Table 2. With a few

exceptions, the current results compare very well with Chen's. The discrepancy in N, for the first

two cases is obviously an accounting error in [1]. Our results are consistent with the

approximation (27). Another discrepancy is in the field value for Case #4. Since the normalized

solution was not shown in [1], it is difficult to assess whether the error lies in Chen's numerical

solution or in the rescaling. Since the electron velocities agree very well for this case and the

numerical accuracy is better for the field than for the velocity profile (the velocity gradient

becomes very large near the boundary at large or, thus necessitating a highly stretched grid), one

can reasonably assume that Chen's numerical solution is also accurate. Therefore,, it is assumed

that there is a simple scaling error in [ 1]. As will be discussed below, our values of the magnetic

field are seen to obey strict scaling laws, thus adding validity to the current results.

Case # ot f-I rdr, r, (m) Rr (m)

I i.6

2 103

3 2x 104

4 4xlO 6

2xlO 2

IxlO 4

4xl0 5

5X10 -7

1.01

1.01

1.05

1.05

4.95xl0 4

I.OOxlO 2

1.50X10 -2

1.50X]0 2

Table 1: List of cases studied by Chen in

2.5x10 _

0.10

0.15

0.15

1].

Case Ue (rz)

1 5.37×!06

2 9.49x10 _

3 6.00xlO 7

4 9.51xl07

(m_)

5.39x106

9.48xl06

5.99x[07

9.48x107

__i_i_!_,_............._,":_'_ _:_t_ _V__-: !_:i;_

6.60X10 4 6.64x10 4

!.49×10 .2 i.48x10 a

0.69 0.70

21.2 15.58

N,

2.24xl0 m

5.61x!0 u

1.68x10 j7

3.36X10 j9

Table 2: Comparison of our numerical results with those of Chen in

4.50><10 m -

l.I lxlO Is _

1.67x1¢ 7

3.34×10 I_

1] +.

+ it would appear that the total number of particles in I 1] have been erroneously divided by 2 in these two cases. The
correct number can easily be obtained from the torus volume and the electron plasma frequency, using Equation (22).

- Notice the discrepancy in magnetic field in this case, while the velocity is in good agreement.
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4. Stability Problems

Both the dynamical equations and the numerical solutions of ref. [I] have been recovered, which
would seem to bring some validity to the EST concept. However, it is crucial to examine the

dynamical behavior of the complete system of equations including the ions? A key assumption

barely mentioned in Ill is that the ions form a fixed background. However, since the magnetic

field vanishes at the boundary of the toroid, there is no confining force being applied to the ion

fluid near the surface. Since the toroid is also positively charged (the electrostatic force provides
the confining force for the electrons), there is a strong repulsion pushing the ions outward.

Therefore, there is no mechanism for keeping the ions inside the toroid. They would very rapidly

"evaporate", thereby leaving the toroid absolutely charge-neutral. This process would also

eliminate the confining force for the electrons, and the whole toroid would then rapidly expand,
unable to contain the magnetic pressure. To look at the ion dynamics, consider Equations (5-a,b).

For no initial azimuthal (i.e., poloidal) velocity (ui_-0), and since E_>0 ()_>l for electron

confinement), Equation (5-a) clearly yields _)tur>0, and the ion gas is rapidly expanding. The

fixed ion background assumption is therefore completely invalid for ion-motion time scales.

One could then argue that a stable solution could still be achieved, but with the ions in motion. It
is clear that as ions gain a radial velocity, the Lorentz force will also act to provide them with an

azimuthal velocity (see Equation (5-b)). In that case, one must examine the stable solution of the

ion fluid with an azimuthal velocity. The ion solution has already been described in Equation
( 1I ). Using the same normalization (20-a,b), one obtains (for the same density distribution):

vi =-_[-_,i +_'2_i- 4(f-l)-_(l--_)] (28)

Using ( ! 2), this can also be written as:

A stable solution is possible if the discriminant remains positive, i.e., if:

A, = _ - ,t,2 _>0 (30)
with

Obviously, since the field vanishes at r = rt,2 , _,¢ = 0 and the condition cannot be satisfied. In

fact, there will be a region of finite extent near the outer boundary, where this condition cannot be

satisfied. The size of this region depends on the parameters a and f-l. Figures 9 and 10 show

plots of both _¢ and q_2 for Cases #3 and #4 of Table 1. The allowed region where a physical

solution can be found for the ions is determined by the distance between the origin ( r = r_ ) and

the point at which the two curves cross each other. For Case #3 (Figure 9), it appears that most of
the plasma in the shell would be unstable to ion "evaporation". For Case #4, this region is much

smaller. One could argue that for the right choice of parameters, the unstable region would be
reduced to a "skin". However, this does not solve the problem since the ions would always be

emitted from the surface of the EST. As the relative charge ratio .f drops, the electrostatic

confining force would also drop, and the toms would rapidly expand under the pressure of its

own magnetic field. As the EST surface increases during expansion, so would the rate of ion loss.
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Theprocessisself-acceleratingandwouldeventuallyleadtotheexplosiveliberationof thestored
energy.However,therearestill furtherproblemsthatpreventa stablesolution.As the A i term

becomes positive and a physical solution for the ions can be found, the dynamics are no longer

governed by Equations (21) and (24). In fact, the full expression for the current must be used
(including the ion velocity) and the evolution of the magnetic field is now given by Equation

(14), or its normalized equivalent. Solving for the complete system, it is found that no physical
solution can be obtained. Detailed examination of the results reveals that the problem has nothing

to do with numerical errors. It is first necessary to point out an important aspect of the dynamics

of the problem. There are two possible solutions for the electron velocity, depending on the sign

_+>0), the field takes on negative valueschosen in Equation (21). If the '%" sign is chosen (and z e

(_,,<0). If the - sign is chosen (and v_ <0), the field is positive (_7_>0). This can easily be

seen on Figures 3 and 4. In either case, the dynamics are such that the absolute value of the

electron velocity is given by a difference between two terms: _ and the square root term of

Equation (21 ). Therefore, using the definition (31 ), one can write:

re- 2 '* I- 1+---_--. (32)

However, at the crossover point where the ion fluid can have a physical solution, _2 = _: and

therefore:

--P_ [I-_-]=_ ,. (33)Ve _ 2 '* P £2

in that region.

On the other hand, the ion velocity is approximately:

= -d; ---P2(_'_ (34)7) i

since the square-root term in Equation (29) vanishes at the crossover point. Therefore, at the

crossover, the ion velocity is approximately twice the magnitude of the electron velocity and with

the opposite sign. The rate of evolution of the magnetic field immediately changes sign, and the
magnitude of the field starts decreasing as one moves towards the inner boundary. This also

implies that the discriminant Aj given in Equation (30) immediately ceases to be positive, and the

ion fluid has no physical solution. This behavior is exactly confirmed by a careful examination of

the numerical integration procedure as one attempts to find a solution that includes the ion fluid.

Therefore, even if the parameters are chosen to concentrate the dynamics near the outer edge of
the shell, the complete dynamics reveal that no stable solution can be found.

It is also useful to estimate the field required to enforce a stable solution for the ion fluid. This

could be estimated by requiring that Ai = 0 at the boundary r = rh2. For example, taking Case #3

of Table I, one finds that there must be a magnetic field at the outer boundary r_,2 -- 1.01 r_ on the

order of: B_,---0.9 T. This is comparable to the field stored inside the EST for this case.

Therefore, even if one were to provide an external confinement field, its value would need to be
of the same order as the one stored inside the toroid.

As pointed out by Chen [4], the discussion of ion stability can be avoided altogether by invoking

the Virial theorem ([ 10], pp. 72-74), which states that a plasma cannot be self-confined. However,
we believe that the examination of the dynamical equations elucidates the origins of the self-
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confinementproblembetterthanmaybesimplyquotingatheorem.At thesametime,ouranalysis
indicatesthatanexternallyconfiningfieldwouldhaveto beof thesameorderasthestoredfield.
Althoughthismayappearobviousfromenergeticconsiderations,theresultis importantbecause
it canbegeneralizedto anymethodof confinementincludingexternalmechanicalpressure.The
magneticenergystoredinsidethetorusis in directrelationwith theelectrostaticpotentialenergy
generatedbytheexcesschargeof the ionsusedto confinetheelectrons.In turn,to confinethe
ionswouldrequireanenergydensity(i.e.,apressure)of atleastthesameorderof magnitude.

In theintroductionof ref.[1], it ismentionedthatthemodelisvalidonlyfor timescalesshortin
comparisonwiththe ion motiontimescale(e.g.inverseion plasmafrequency);theproblemof
ionconfinementis thereforenotaddressed.This is theonlymentionof this importanttime-scale
limitationinall theprovideddocumentation.Ontheotherhand,severalEPSdocuments[2,3,5,8]
statethatthephysicsof theESTwerederivedandverified,theESTwasstablewithnoexternal
field requiredfor confinement,andtherewas"no knownor obviousnormaloccurrencethatwill
leadto instability".Therecanbeno ambiguityin thedefinitionof "stableplasma"sincethe
describedapplicationsrequirelifetimesof manyhours,certainlymuchgreaterthan the ion
motiontimescale.Forexample,references[3,5]explicitlymentionanESTlifetimeof 106hours
[3,5]inavacuumenvironment.

It is thenclearthatthefreeEST,asdescribedin [1],cannotachievelong-termstability.Further
discussionswithChen[4] confirmedthatmechanicalpressureof somesortis requiredfor ion
confinement.The realizationof a high-energyEST in a vacuumenvironmentis therefore
completelyunfeasible.In a follow-ondiscussion[4], EPSofficialsimpliedthatthereferences
wereactuallyfor a"partialvacuum"only.This is notavalidargument,sincetheterm"vacuum"
canbeusedtodescribeanyenvironmentwherethepressureis muchlowerthanatmosphericand
therefore,negligiblecomparedto theinternalpressure(gas-dynamicor electromagnetic)of the
high-energyEST.At anyrate,it is extremelydifficult to imaginehowhigh-energyESTscanbe
confinedby a mechanicalpressuremanyordersof magnitudesmallerthanthestoredmagnetic
energy.The exampledescribedin [3,5] mentionsan EST with 100 MJ of storedenergy,
correspondingto anenergydensityof approximately10_j J/m3 (i.e., a magneticpressureof
2million atmospheres).The examplein [2] correspondsto internalmagneticpressuresof
! billion atmospheres,yet oneshouldexpectthesehigh-energyEST configurationscouldbe
absolutelystablein near-vacuumconditions?To find a mechanismthat can achievethis
extraordinaryfeat wouldrequiredramaticchangesin the fundamentallawsof physics.The
problemof ionconfinementwill befurtherdiscussedin Section7.

5. The EPS Theoretical Model

Before discussing further the implications of the cold-fluid model, it is worth investigating

another theoretical model of the EST proposed by EPS, as described in [5,8]. This is an attempt at

constructing a "discrete" model using a summation over a finite number of particles. The ions and
electrons reside in separate shells (the ions form the inner shell), composed of a large number of

loops of radius r,, and a large number of particles along each loop. The spacing between

electrons on a loop is d_, and therefore, the number of electrons in a loop is:

2rcr,,
N_elt,,,,p_- (35)

d,,

The number of loops in the toroid is approximately ( RT >> r,, ):
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2_RT
N,,,,,t,_ - (36)

(k,,de)

where k,,d e is the spacing between loops, with k,, = 1. The total number of electrons is then:

4rc" r"RT (37)
Ne = N_e Ih,op)N(l,,op) - k,,d_

Note that the EST surface area is also given by:

Area = 4to 2r,,RT . (38)

The EPS investigators first compute the force acting on an electron in a single loop. Since the

distance between electrons is given by the chord d e = 2r,, sin(80 / 2) = r,,60, where the angular

distance is of course fi0 = 2zr / N(e_j,,,,p), the radial component of the electrostatic repulsion force

from all electrons in a loop is then:

_ e2 2iv'_ '/2sin(nrO/2), (39)
Fe 41rg,, n=l d,7

where d,, = 2r,, sin(nSO / 2). The EPS investigators then use the approximation of small angles to

write the final answer as:

__. e" 1+ - + - + - +... (40)
Fe 4t'_,,r,,d,, 2 3 4

Strictly speaking, this is a diverging series and a potential problem for large N(,,im,p t. EPS

estimates the summation to be --5, a rather arbitrary choice. Using this small finite value for this

summation, EPS then expresses the force of repulsion due to all other electrons on the loop as:
2

F_ =C le e (41)
4ire (,r,,d e

where C is a constant. Note that this is the force acting on a single electron, and that this result is

obtained in the limit of large Nletl,,,,p). EPS then uses this expression in the balance of forces.

However, this is a serious error for several reasons.

First, the expression for the force itself (41) is wrong, because the truncation of the summation to

small numbers is invalid. The summation in (40) is logarithmically divergent, and the expression

for the force should then include a term log(r,, /d_), which is not negligible.

Second, and even more importantly, this expression does not take into account the contribution

from neighboring loops. Since the distance between loops is assumed by EPS to be of the same

order as the distance between electrons in a loop (k,,d e, with k,, --1), this contribution is far

from negligible and is, in fact, of the same order. The correct evaluation of the force is shown

later in this section, but an estimation of this contribution can be given below.

To include the electrons in neighboring shells, one can replace each electron on the loop by a tube

extending in the _.direction (the major radius of the toroid). This tube has a diameter d e , and the

effective density of electrons in this tube is (rM2k,,d_,/4) -l . The solution of Poisson's equation

for this charge configuration yields the following field strength at a distance d' from the tube:

4e I
E --- (42)

lr_,, k,,d e d'
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Usingthisvaluefor theradialforceonanelectronandsummingoverall tubesalongtheloop:

_, N Celt..t , _ / 2

F, - e" 8 sin(n60 / 2) (43)
lW.o kode Z d,,

/l=l

This time, the sum can be evaluated since the sin(n30 / 2) cancel out. The summation becomes:

NI vlloop ) / 2

1 ! N(ell,,,,t,)_ lr (44)
2G = 2r,, 4 4d,

n=l

The force on the electron then behaves as de 2 , not as (r,,d_)-I and is therefore much larger.

The errors made by EPS are then further compounded when computing the force due to the

magnetic field. This is expressed in [5,8] as:

evl.t ,,iN
Fm = ev × B - (45)

21rRr

where i = ev e/d,. is the current in a single loop, and R T is the radius of the toroid. There is some

confusion as to the nature of this field. In [5,8], the magnetic field is taken as an initiating field
caused by the arc current used to create the EST. In that case, it is not clear why the arc current

should also be the same as the loop current, unless all the arc current goes into the toroid. In that
case, the magnetic field created by the current loop should be:

B= I't''i (46)
2zrr,,

and the toroid radius R T should not appear in these expressions. There is also confusion about

the meaning of the number N appearing in (45). This should actually be the number of loops:

27rRT
N t,,,,t,s - (47)

k,d_

but in fact, EPS uses the product N = N/,,,,pN_elt,,,,t,_in Equation (45). The resulting expression in

[5,8] yields the force acting on all electrons in a loop instead of on each electron. The

comparison with the electrostatic forces (Equations (41) or (43)) is therefore completely invalid.

The proper way to evaluate these forces can now be described in the same limit of large N e.

Assume that the electrons form a cylindrical shell of thickness dr. Integrating Poisson's equation

(7) for the electron component only, the electric field acting on each electron becomes:

E = erie dr (48)

where n_ is of course the electron density in the shell. Using the total number of electrons (37)

and the shell volume (2_rr,,)dr(2rcR T ), one can easily arrive at the final expression:
2

e e

E = and Fe - (49)

Notice that this result is independent of the assumed thickness. The field due to the ion shell can
be computed in a similar fashion and added (linear superposition) to yield the total electrostatic

force on an electron. The magnetic field inside the toroid is approximated by a solenoidal field:

.(aN t ) lB = l_,,t_----_ = t_,,i_k,,d e (50)
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or: B-//,,el; e
k,,d,7 - ?de "_ (51 )G,k ,,d e

Note that B., =-B. The magnetic force on each electron is then:

,Uoe2v 2 e 2 V 2
(52)

Note that the ratio of magnetic to electrostatic forces is v 2/c 2 , as expected. These expressions

can now be used to evaluate the balance of forces, and the contribution of the ions can be seen to

be ] times the force due to the electrons (49). The balance of forces for the electrons is:

"_ 2

(j_ - 1) e- -eveB+m eve (53)
G,k,,d_ ro

Another application consists of examining the stability of the ion shell inside the electron toroid.

By symmetry, there is no electronic contribution to the electrostatic field, and the balance of

forces (Fio,+Frot=F,_) on each ion (if possible) reduces to the following equality:

._ e 2 V_-- _ +m i-=ev iB ('54)
e,,k,,d 7 ri

where d i = d e is the ion spacing. Let us now introduce the ion Larmor radius:

- mi c - ) --
rL(i) eB [ e21 l Ve

(55)

where we have again used Equation (51) for the magnetic field. The centrifugal pseudo-force in

Equation (54) can now be brought into the form:

V_ ( e2 5(rLO')ViVem,--- -- _ _--7- ) _.2 (56)r e.k,,d e

The balance of forces for the ions (54) then implies:

2 +-I /, -- _ 1 rl/i) ViV"- - _ _ (57)
eokod 7 e,,k,,dy ri ) c-

Both the centrifugal and magnetic forces are of the order of viv _/c 2 and can be neglected

compared to the electrostatic force. Therefore, there is no stable physical solution for the ion

shell. Of course, this was also demonstrated in Section 4.

It is also interesting to examine the consequences on a mechanical confinement scheme. Suppose

that the ion stability is provided by a mechanical (gas or containment vessel) pressure. In that

case, the confining force applied to each ion must balance the electrostatic repulsion. The balance
of forces then becomes:

2 "_

) v7
e,,kod _ + mi --r = eviB + Ft"°'¢li°n> (58)

Neglecting the terms of order 7.)iV e [C', one can then express the required confinement force for

the entire EST:
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I e2 If 41r2r°RT
= , _ (59)

FW°"flESTI = rw'"fti"')N'i°m" eo E d; d e

where the total number of ions is j2 times the total number of electrons, given by Equation (37).

The total confinement force can be divided by the area (38) to give the confinement pressure:
2

e.onf = ) e _ _ (60)
e,,k,Td£d,

This expression can be manipulated further. Using (51), the electron spacing can be expressed as
a function of the stored magnetic field:

,_ e_ e

k,,de = 11,, -- (61)
B

In the approximation of nearly identical spacing d i = de, we therefore have:

9 i _ x-I

2v:"l 8- I
2 [ 2/2,, J (62)

The confinement pressure becomes:

.2c2(B 2 "]

P,.o,,,.=.t- 2 [ J (63)

We can also express the ratio of speeds as a ratio of kinetic to rest mass of the electron:

v; E e
- 2 (64)

2c 2 meC

and the final expression for the confining pressure becomes:

p,.,,,,t= p,,,,, 511
E e [keV] (65)

Note that f = 1 and unless the electrons are ultrarelativistic (in which case this analysis must be

modified), the required confinement pressure needs to be several times larger than the magnetic

field pressure inside the toms. Therefore, even if one could envision applying a confinement force

on the ions', the required magnitude of this force is such that the concept of energy storage (i.e., a

large internal magnetic field) is completely impractical. The relationship (65) is very useful

because of its generality and independence with respect to the EST dimensions.

We conclude that the theoretical model proposed by EPS is severely flawed in many aspects and

does not provide a stable solution. The only correct theoretical model at this stage is the cold-

fluid model, which is described in [I] and also in the present analysis. However, Chen's model is

incomplete, since the ion motion has not been considered. More complex descriptions of the

plasma suggested by Chen (e.g. phase-space approach) would not change the fundamental

properties of the model, and would therefore not solve the problem of ion confinement. For that, a

completely different physical model may be necessary.

6. Scaling Properties

Although it has been determined that the EST (as described anywhere in the literature [1-8]) is

not a stable structure, there are other claims to be evaluated. It is first necessary to examine the

+ It is not clear how EPS proposes to apply a mechanical (e.g. containment vessel or gas pressure) force to the inner shell of the ions

without affecting the outer shell of the electrons, As is shown in Section 7, it is nol possible Io prevent collisions between electrons

and other particles if put into contact.
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scaling properties of the structure, which will help in the examination of the claims of [2]. The

incomplete solutions, found with only the electron dynamics, are analyzed as function of the

"structural" parameters a and j_-I. The dimensions of a large-scale EST are chosen as follows:

r)=0.15m, rh2/fi =1.05, R r =l.5m

It is therefore a scaled-up version of Cases #3 and #4 of Table I. A series of numerical solutions

can then be obtained for various values of _x and f-1 and characterized as a function of the

maximum magnetic field B,,,x (at the inner boundary fi ) and maximum electron kinetic energy

Ee.ma x (at the outer boundary rr,2). The results are shown in Figure I 1 for a constant maximum

field, chosen to be approximately 16,000 Tesla. The results for a constant maximum electron

energy (chosen to be 12.5 MeV (sic)) are shown in Figure 12.
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One should point out that this choice of electron energy is completely arbitrary and is only
intended to demonstrate the obvious scaling relationship shown in Figure 12. A large electron

energy allows one to cover a wide range of values of the o_ and j_ parameters. Another choice,

such as the 10 keV used below, would give a line parallel to the one shown in Figure 12. The

physical answers for the magnetic field and electron energy would also depend on another

"structural" parameter, the relative shell thickness (i.e., the ratio rh2 / r_ ). For fixed values of the

coupling and charge parameters (a = 10_, j_-i = 10 -8 ), the maximum field and energy are

computed for several values of the ratio rj,2 /rj, and the results are plotted in Figures 13 and 14.
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It appearsthenthat the electronenergyscalesexactlywith the normalizedshell thickness
rb2/fi-1. The scaling behavior for the magnetic field is more complex, and the formula shown in

Figure 14 is an approximation. Since the peak electron energy is obtained at the outer edge

(where the field vanishes), a simple scaling relationship can be obtained for the velocity. From

(22), we have at the boundary:

/ _1/2/ /1/2
v,, 1"+I+21 l,- "

t rj ) t +-_
i "_

converting to physical variables and expressing the energy ( E e =__ m e73+,), we finally obtain:

E<..,_ _: a_-lXr_2-1)l,r, (67)

which is confirmed by both Figures 12 and 13. Combining all the data, the following approximate

scaling relationships can be obtained:

• _, r_ I-_ _ keV (68)

,+,,°.+,.o9x,o ,,('+,+-I¢o I¢ 7'-+
t rl Jt _ Jt _ ) Tesla (69)

Although the electron energies in the EST can be quite high, it is assumed that the temperature is

very low (i.e., the electrons are monoenergetic). In that case, the coupling parameter can be large:

F- I e 2 (70)>170 ,with R-1=[-_Trnp/_
kT 4rLg,R

This implies that T = 2"K and presents another engineering challenge. For example, refs. [2,3]

describe EST formation with an "injected" electron beam. It is not clear how EPS proposes to
generate an electron beam and capture it in a shell with a relative energy spread of less than 10-8.

There is also some confusion regarding the EST production method; in [5] an electric arc is
mentioned instead. The arc should have an even higher energy spread.

7. Energy Storage and Lifetime

The EST parameters listed in [2] are different from the cases studied above and in [ I], and since

there is some missing information, one cannot extract the exact relevant quantities. Nevertheless,
the right orders of magnitude can be obtained. The relevant parameters are listed in Table 3.

Diameter, major, rx:
Diameter, minor, ro:

Electron energy:
Total Mass:

Magnetic Field:

Energy Loss, Radiation:

Energy Loss, Collisions:

Total Energy:

0.63 m

0.21 m

10 keV

1.86xl0 + kg
16,000 Tesla
I. 16 J/sec

8.9xl0 d° J/sec

1.9x1012 J

Table 3: EST parameters listed in [2].
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It is notclearhowthesevalueshavebeenobtained,andtherearesomeinconsistencies.First,the
list mentionsdiameters,whilesymbolsfor radiusareused.Assuminga hydrogenplasma,the
totalmassgivesatotalnumberof ions(andelectrons):N i -_ N, _- 1.12×102j . Since there is no

information concerning the shell thickness, it is necessary to assume a value. Choosing

rr,2 = 1.05r_, the plasma volume is of the order of 6.7xl0 3 m, and the electron density is

therefore: h,. =!.7×1023m 3. The plasma frequency is then 09m =2.3xl0 _3 s -j, and the

corresponding coupling constant (assuming the inner radius is r_=0.21 m) must be a ---2.6×10 _.

The plasma frequency also corresponds to an equivalent field of m,.o_Je _- 132 T. This is in

marked contrast with the claimed value of 16,000 T given in [2]. Although some numerical

solutions (not shown) have a peak value of the normalized cyclotron frequency _. >1, they have

all been found to be of the same order. This is where the scaling relations can be useful. Inverting
(68,69), one finds:

[ ]'-I ) '/-_ -Em,x(keV)'ln(ts/r,)17 = 0.426 (71)B_x (T) r2/r I - 1

= 2.155x10 -5 (72)E,_,(keV) [In(rJr, )12

Considering two typical values for the relative shell thickness, !.01 and !.05, and using the

claimed values of Er_ and B,_,_ in Table 3, one finds:

r2/r t ¢_ f -1

1.01 5.57x10 l_ 7.0xl0 -j6

!.05 1.16×1015 6.7×10 -16

Table 4: Typical structural parameters

satisfying energetic values in Table 3.

A search in parameter space in the case r2/r j = 1.05 yielded the "best" numerical solution (i.e.,

one with E,. ,,,_ =10 keV and Bn,,_ = 16,000 T ) for a ---!.9×10 _ and j_-l= 5×10 -_6 , very close to

the values predicted by the scaling laws. These values for the coupling constant are 8 orders of
magnitude greater than the one derived from the mass of the system! Furthermore, these values

correspond to an electron density h,, > 6× 1029 m -3. This is higher than solid-state densities (the

number density for solid copper is 8×1028, while it is 3x1028 for water)! Any error in the scaling

relations (62,63) would reside in the scaling of the magnetic field with respect to the shell size.
As seen in Table 4, the effect of size is limited. One must then conclude that the values of

magnetic field, energy, and mass given in [2] are incompatible with each other, as well as with
the numerical solutions _.

The next step in the analysis is to examine the rate of collisions in the system. Since the electrons

and ions are not separated in the model described in [!], the electrons will loose energy through

Coulomb collisions with the ions. The only way these collisions could be prevented is if the ions
were moving at the same velocity, in which case there would be no current generated, as well as

no magnetic field. An expression for the rate of energy loss is found in [ 11], p.41 :

: It is emphasized here that the problem isnot so much with the absolute scale of the density, although astonishing in its
own right, but with the severe inconsistency of the parameters.
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dE,, _ Z[e bi In A
n i H (x, mi/m,_ ) (73)

dt 41re ,_m

where Ee is the energy of the electron, bi = (m,/2kT_ )_/2, and InA is the Coulomb logarithm.

For electron-ion collisions:

In A = 31.3- +ln(ni ) + In(T, ) (74)

The function H is defined by:

H (x,//) = erf(x) / x - 21r -1/2 (1 +//)exp(-x 2) (75)

=(miEe] '/_-with x = biu ,, _, m,.Ti (76)

with E_ and T, expressed in the same units. For the parameters listed in Table 3 and assuming a

hydrogen plasma at T, ---2" K, we have x ---3.4 x 105 . For large values of x, H ---1/ x. Using the

low value of density derived from the mass (tl_ = 1.7 x 10 23 ) and In A = 7.35, the final result is:

dE,. 10-12 J/s 7000 keV/s (77)
dt

This is the rate of energy loss for each electron. To find out the rate of energy loss for the entire
toms, it is necessary to multiply by the total number of electrons, which is approximately

N,, = I. Ix 102_. Thus, the total rate of energy loss is approximately:

E'_"_ > 109 J/s for the entire EST (78)
LST --

Expression (77) implies that it takes approximately !.4 msec for each electron to loose its energy.

This corresponds to 300 orbits around the minor circle. Although the mean-free path is large

compared to the dimensions of the system and the plasma can be considered "collisionless", the
neglect of collisions is valid on the time-scales characteristic of the plasma dynamics. However, if

one looks at long-term stability, the absolute rate of collisions must be considered. Another way

to evaluate the rate of collisions is to look at the Rutherford scattering cross-section, i.e., the
single binary collision for a deflection angle of 90 ° or more. For example, using expression

(6.1.15) of ref. [12] or (9-10) of ref. [10], the cross-section for such an event is approximately

0"90 = 10 -26 m2. This leads to a frequency of events 105 s l Since only a fraction (---28) of the

electron energy is transferred during each such collision, the time required for complete
relaxation of the electron energy becomes 10 .2 sec. However, at these plasma conditions, the

impact parameter for 90 ° deflections Pg0 is very small. The ratio of large to small angle collisions

is then [10]:
3

(P--_D_]-= 10-7 <<1 (79)

and the expression (73) for multiple collisions is more appropriate. Therefore, one expects the

rate of energy loss to be given by Equation (78), but it could be much larger if the density were to
be consistent with the scaling relationships obtained from the numerical solutions. Note that EPS
claims a rate of 10.9 J/s for the entire EST, a difference of 18 orders of magnitude!

To emphasize the consequences of this, consider the following. Assuming the rate of energy loss
is indeed given by the value in Table I, the rate of energy loss per electron becomes:

dE,, =8X10_31 J /s (80)
dt

for the entire system.
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Thisratewouldbeobtainedfor a numberdensityof theorder of 1023 m3. Since the rate scales

linearly with the number density of ions and if the number density was of the same order as the
number density of copper *, the rate of energy loss per electron would be:

dE_ ___3.8× 10-2_ J/s = 2.3× 10-`7 keV/s (81)
dt

It would therefore take 4×109 sec for the 10 keV electron to loose its energy, which implies that

such an electron beam would be able to go through 4×10 _3km of solid copper without stopping!

One could argue that the loss-rate by collisions (given by Equation (73)) is a local quantity and
should be evaluated through volume integral, rather than using global and maximum values tbr

the density and electron energy. Although the density varies as fi/r, the range of variation is

small (since r_,2/r_<1.05 ), thereby providing at most a 10% change. However, the variation of the

electron energy is much more rapid and could make a difference. Therefore, the numerical

integration procedure was modified to include a volume integration of the collisional losses. One

should point out first that for mi/m `'=2000, the function H(x) has a maximum near x-3 and can

be approximated as l/x beyond that. Using local values (x>q) only in the integration, one finds

that the volume integration gives a result within 25% of the result (78) obtained from global and

peak values. Using x_>10values only in the integration gives results larger by one order of

magnitude. Because the Coulomb collision cross-section increases as the electron energy
decreases, using the peak value of electron energy in (73) for a global estimate yields a value that
underestimates the actual rates of energy losses by collisions with ions. It is therefore clear that

the value claimed in [2] is unphysical in a dramatic way if the ions and electrons are co-located,
as indicated by the theoretical model of the EST of [1].

It was suggested by EPS that the EST surface should be considered as a strongly coupled system
with collective behavior, and that particle-particle collisions do not apply. However, this
suggestion is at odds with the fundamental physics involved. It is true that the electrons in the

collective state do not "collide" with each other, and if the ions also form a strongly coupled
plasma, ion-ion collisions are also removed. However, the ions and electrons together do not
form a strongly coupled plasma! The condition (70) for strong coupling is not satisfied for the

electron-ion system, because the relative difference in energy (10 keV) between ions and

electrons is far too large. Therefore, high-energy electron-ion collisions definitely occur. The
situation can be better visualized with the following analogy. Consider a metallic solid with a

conduction band or an ionic crystal. The system can be thought of as an ion component in a
lattice (strongly coupled plasma) with a neutralizing background of electrons. Collisions between

ions do not occur in this system; only collective excitations (in this case, phonons) are naturally
present. Yet, if a 10 keV atomic beam is directed at the solid, one is guaranteed to have a lot of
individual particle collisions with a significant amount of ions ejected from the solid. The case of

the EST is similar. Ions and electrons would respectively form lattices at near solid density, but
impacting each other at high velocities. Because the relative kinetic energy between the two

components is large, particle collisions frequently occur and are correctly described by Equations
(73) through (81 ).

The radiative losses should also be considered. The rate of cyclotron emission can be obtained _
from ref. [ 1I] again (p. 68):

P =6.21x10 -17 n, T_(k_v_B 2 W/m s (82)

i Although solid copper is not a plasma per se, the Rutherfl_rd cross-section would still apply at these high energies.

Strictly speaking, since the electrons are mono-energetic, one could use the radiated power emitted by a single
electron, using classical lormulas such as tl4.31) of [13 I. However. this does not affect the discussion.
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Here,7"<,- E_, and this gives a rate of total energy loss by cyclotron emission for the EST:

LT,,<_<, B 2Esr -- 6.95 x 10_ J/s (83)

If the field is 16,000 T as claimed, the rate of energy loss by cyclotron emission is:

/_cvclo I 014ESr -- 1.8X J/s (84)

again a difference of 14 orders of magnitude with the rate claimed in [2] (see Table 3). However,

this would be a gross overestimate of the emitted power, since the highest electron velocities are

in a region near the outer edge of the plasma shell where the magnetic field is small. To correctly

evaluate the cyclotron radiative power, the numerical integration scheme was modified to include
an integration of the cyclotron power. A solution of the dynamical equations was chosen such that

the maximum field was 16,000 Tesla and the maximum electron energy 10 keV, for the same size

as the EST configuration given in Table 3. Of course, the corresponding plasma densities and

total number of electrons were much higher than those derived from the EST mass, following the
approximate scaling relationships discussed above. The total emitted power for this solution was:

E,,,I,, = 4x 107 J]s (85)
LS7

while Equation (82), using the maximum values globally, would give 10 22 J/s. Therefore, there is

a large reduction in emitted power when the correlation between electron energy and magnetic

field is taken into account. Nevertheless, the solution gives a cyclotron power much larger than
the one quoted in [2]. However, it would become of the same order if the results were scaled to

match the density obtained from the EST mass. Therefore, the cyclotron power emitted may be

correct, but the quoted magnetic field value is in serious disagreement with the numerical

solutions and the scaling laws.

The total energy can be evaluated as the magnetic field times the total volume of the toms, i.e.:

ELs.r = (21r2r,,2RT (86)

Assuming B = 16,000 T, the total energy is 6×!0 _3J. Even if the sizes given in Table 3 were the

actual diameters instead of radii, the energy would be 7x10 _2J. This is still larger than the value

mentioned in [2] and listed in Table 3, yet another inconsistency in the claimed results. It can be

easily verified that the kinetic energy of the electrons is negligible compared to the magnetic
energy. If the rates of energy losses given in [2] were used, the EST would have a lifetime of
50,000 years! Using the loss rate from Equation (78), the EST would last about 7000 sec, still an

extraordinary achievement in terms of plasma stability. However, the true collisional lifetime is

given by the electron energy lifetime itself, which according to Equation (77), is only on the order
of a millisecond.

Therefore, it is clear that collisions between electrons and ions would prevent the EST to achieve
the very long claimed lifetimes. Of course, this is a problem if the electrons and ions are both

located in the same regions, which is a key assumption in the model described in [I]. Since this

model was repeatedly mentioned as an independent description of the physics of the EST, it is
then reasonable to assume that it is the current state-of-the art in the theoretical description of the

EST. In fact, as mentioned in Section 4 regarding the ion dynamics, there is no clear description
of the ion properties anywhere else in the literature [2-3]. The new version of a document [5]

explicitly mentions the separation of ions and electrons. This is a new addition, made after a

preliminary version of the present report was made available to EPS.

Separation of ions and electrons is possible in some cases. As pointed out by Seward [2,3],

strongly coupled one-component plasmas can organize themselves in shell-like structures, as
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demonstratedbyGilbertetal [14]for anionplasmain aPenningtrap(i.e.,confinedbyanstrong
externalmagneticfield).Stronglycoupledplasmasarenowcommonlycreatedin thelaboratory,
althoughalwaysin thepresenceof confiningfieldconfigurationssuchasPenningandMalmberg
traps.Strongcouplingis indeeda keyassumption'of theESTmodel,therebyimplyingthatthe
ionsandelectronsform two distinctcomponents,eachoneat low temperature.In fact, the
couplingconditionF >170for EST is typicalof a solid-likeplasmaphase,correspondingto
Coulombcrystalstructures[15]ratherthanfluid-likeshells,andit is probablymorestringentthan
necessary.Duetothelargemassdifferencebetweenionsandelectrons,onecouldthenexpection
andelectronshellsto be separated.However,no onehasyet realizedsucha two-component
system.Furthermore,therealizationof stronglycoupledplasmaconfigurationsisratherdelicate
andcurrentlyrequirescoolingto very low temperaturesin thepresenceof externalconfining
fields.Toexpectthatsuchstructurescanbeformedfromhigh-energybeamsorelectricarcsisyet
anotherformidableclaim thatdemandsextensiveproof.Finally,the ion shellwouldalsobe
fundamentallyunstable,sincethesystemis globallychargedwith the relativeexcessof ions.
Therefore,the ion shellwouldnotremainseparatefromtheelectrons,andagain,thecollisions
betweenelectronsandionswouldbeunavoidable.

Theionconfinementproblemremainsakey issuewith importantconsequences.For example,
supposethatthe ionsresidein a shellinteriorto theelectronshell.If mechanicalpressureis
requiredto confinetheions,asnowsuggestedbyEPS[4], theremustbea significantnumber
densityof neutralsattheedgeof the ionshellandthereforewithin theelectronshell.Then,the
collisionsbetweenelectronsandneutralsbecomeinevitable,andatthisrangeof electronenergies
(10keV),thepreviousclassicalanalysisremainsrelevant.Therefore,excessivecollisionalenergy
dissipation(with both ions and neutrals),remainsan importantproblemthat preventsany
possibilityof longlifetimesfor anyESTconfigurations.

After mentioningthe needfor a confiningforceprovidedby anexternalpressure,EPSagain
modifiedthetheoreticalmodelandstated[4] thatthereis a fixed ion background.Thelatter
wouldbeprovidedbyan ionizationprocessof theneutralparticlesdiffusinginsidetheEST.In
thatcase,electron-neutralcollisionsmustbeconsidered.Therangedata[16]of 10keVelectrons
inair specifiesafigureof 19.7MeV.cm2/gfromwhichonecanderivetheelectron-neutralelastic
collision cross-section to be of the order of 10.20 m2. If the neutral density were of the same order

as the ion density in the EST, the electron lifetime would be 108 sec. If instead, only a partial

pressure of 1 laTorr is present, the lifetime would be approximately 50 msec. This is still
significantly less than the 10 6 hours claimed in [2]. At this point, it becomes important to evaluate

the actual neutral partial pressure that would be required to maintain the EST in this scenario.

This was already done in Section 5, thereby leading to a relationship between the external

pressure and the magnetic field pressure, Equation (65). Another approach is now used, and
again, the case of high-energy EST (Table 3) is examined.

The electrostatic confinement of the electrons (from the excess ionic charge) is responsible for the

presumed generation of the large magnetic fields inside the EST (16,000 T in this case). From
energetic considerations, if the field energy is much larger than the kinetic energy of the plasma,

one should expect a balance between the magnetic field energy density ( B e /2u o ) and the energy

density (or pressure) of the electrostatic field (e,,E 2 /2 ). As the former decreases near the edge,

the latter increases. This indicates that the electric field at the edge of the shell is of the order of

5x10 _2V/re. Another evaluation comes from the total charge of the EST, quoted in [2] to be 186

Coulombs. Assuming a cylindrical shape, the field would be:

÷ It is not a derived condition, as implied in some of the EST literature.
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E = (Q/2rcRT) -- 1.6×10 f3 V/m (87)
2_rrt,

These two approximations are in fairly close agreement. One can then consider the steady-state
dynamics of the ions near the edge of the shell. The magnetic field vanishes in that region, and

the electric field provides a large acceleration, while the collisions with the neutrals provide a
frictional force, i.e.:

dv eE
v .... v/,, v (88)

d_" m i

where x is the distance along the ion path. Since the collision frequency between ions and

neutrals also depends on the ion velocity (vi, , = NncYi,_v ), an approximate solution can be found

of the form:
9

2 m i

where A = (2NnG m)-I is the mean free-path. Note that as the magnetic field vanishes towards the

edge of the shell, the Larmor radius becomes large, and the collision mean free-path becomes the
relevant length scale *. The cross-section is typically of the order of 10- m-, and tf the gas

pressure is l gTorr at 300 K, the mean free path is 1,500 meters. The ions would therefore stream

away from the EST at extremely high velocities without stopping, thereby invalidating the

concept of partial vacuum confinement.

If the gas density is that of the presumed ion background inside the EST, the mean free path

becomes 300 _m, which is a small fraction of the shell thickness. It would appear then that this is

the range of neutral density required. A more accurate determination is shown below. It is

interesting to also point out that the velocity gain during this distance is (according to (89)), about
7×108 m/s! This value is approximately the same as the one obtained from the E×B drift

velocity, using peak values of both fields.

It was previously mentioned how energetic considerations dictate that the neutral gas pressure, in
order to confine the ions, should be of the same order as the electrostatic energy density in order

to confine the ions; i.e., of the order of 2.5×10 9 atmospheres for the EST described in [2] and

Table 3. A similar result can now be obtained from kinetic considerations. Equilibrium is
achieved when the momentum fluxes at the EST interface can be achieved. The ions inside the

EST are accelerated to high velocity from the electric field, and the velocity at the interface can

be obtained from (89) using an average over a mean free path. The representative distance is

therefore A/e = A/3, and the average ion velocity at the EST boundary is:
,_ ,,I/2

v (3mi ) (90)

The ion momentum flux across the interface is Ni(miz_)z; and must be balanced by the

corresponding flux from the neutral background (see Figure 15), i.e.:

N i (m iv) v = N,, (m,, v_ ) = N,, kT,, (91)

where the statistical average ( v 2 ) over the neutral particle distribution has been used. Using (87),

the required neutral pressure then becomes 9×1013 Pa, or 900 million atmospheres; again of the

same order as the magnetic field pressure.

+ Even using the Larmor radius for peak magnetic field does not actually alter the conclusions.
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Figure 15: Schematic of kinetics at the EST interlace.

More information can be gained from this elementary analysis. If the scenario of confinement by

external pressure is abandoned and one relies instead on the ionization approach to maintain a

fixed ion background, the actual rate of ionization can now be estimated. Again, using (90), the

average ion velocity at the interface can be evaluated at --5x108 m/s. Using the actual

dimensions of the EST (Table 3) and the inferred density, one can then evaluate the rate of

particle loss. This is found to take the staggering value of: 10 32 particles/sec. Since it takes at least

13.5 eV to ionize the gas, this corresponds to an energy loss rate of approximately:

• ioniz
EES T = 2.3x10 H J/s (92)

again a difference of 14 orders of magnitude from the claim made in [2]• Since this energy loss
directly affects the kinetic energy of the electron component (=!02_ electrons x 10 keV), it is

found to correspond to an EST lifetime of less than 10-s sec, compared to the 106 hours lifetime

claimed in [2].

In a more recent document [8], Chen claims that the EST confinement is not incompatible with

the Virial theorem. However, this statement deserves to be investigated in more detail, since the

conditions necessary for this to occur still make the concept of long-term stability of a free EST
nonfeasible. One must first start with the complete description of the Virial theorem:

21 d 1 OG'_f 3
fdS_ xr_(pal3 + T _l_) (93)- 2 ( El.i, , + Eth r ) + Ee/ec +Emag - j d x x_x -"_ -

2 dt 2 v

where I is the moment of inertia of the plasma, Eki n is its kinetic energy, Eth r is the thermal (or

random kinetic) energy, and Ee/ec, Emag are the energies of the electrostatic and magnetic fields

respectively. If the plasma is a collection of particles of various types or, the following

definitions apply:

Xifi = mr_nor'dx (94)
_ V

,.)

Ekm =___fmcrncr(_Tt)-d3x (95)
¢r V

= ,96,
(Y V

where ff = d2 ! dt is the mean plasma velocity. The field energies are of course given by:

v
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r _ 2

Emag = [d3 x _-Z---- (98)
(, 2ll,,

The radiation momentum density vector (; and Maxwell stress tensor are given by:

= e,, E x B (99)

_[3_ e,,EC_ Elt + B_ B[t (100)T_[3

_--_ + 211,, 11o

For a sufficiently collisional plasma, the mechanical pressure tensor pC43only has a diagonal

component p = nkT. For a plasma in steady state, the moment of inertia is zero, i.e., the plasma

neither expands (d21 Idt 2 > 0) nor contracts (d2I Idt 2 < 0 ). Assuming also that the plasma is at

rest (Eki . = 0 ) and using the relationship between pressure and thermal energy, the condition for

stability becomes:

OG'xfd3xx + f dSo xaT e_o+ 4lrR3pe_rj (101)3p V + Ee# c + En_ox =j t_-_t
V

where the boundary term for the mechanical pressure was computed assuming the plasma volume

as a sphere of radius R. The first term on the right-hand-side of (101) describes the effect of the
radiation of electromagnetic energy: it physically corresponds to the "recoil" from the emission of

photons. The second term describes the electromagnetic stress provided at the boundary by an

external (confining) electromagnetic field. The third term is the effect of a mechanical pressure. If
the plasma does not radiate and if there are no external fields or pressure, the RHS of (101) is

identically zero. Since all terms on the LHS are positive definite, the stability condition cannot be
satisfied, and the plasma is unstable (it expands). This is the origin of the impossibility of self-

confinement of a plasma. Chen claims that these RHS terms are not necessarily vanishing, and

can therefore provide a method of confinement. However, as we shall see, these terms would

need to be very large.

Let us first consider confinement by radiation. According to [1], the Poynting vector due to

coherent perturbations of the field at the surface of the EST is:

S =l_E¢_SBoe21m(°J)r (102)

It is of second-order with respect to the perturbations and therefore very small. Furthermore, for

stable configurations, Ira(e0)<0; and the radiation decays exponentially in time. The same can be

said for the momentum density vector G. Chen uses the same coherent perturbations for the

contribution of the Maxwell stress tensor at the boundary, and these are also of the same type.

Therefore it is difficult to see how second-order perturbations, decaying exponentially in time,

would contribute to long-term stability of the EST! Generally speaking, there is a fundamental
problem with invoking radiative processes to provide a confinement mechanism. Physically

speaking, conservation of momentum during the emission of radiation provides the mechanism
for preventing the plasma particles to escape the system. Thus, if there is a net radiative

momentum outward flux, the recoil of the plasma keeps it momentarily stable. However, the

momentum of a photon is a rather small quantity ( hv/c ). In order to keep the EST confined, a

tremendous amount of power would need to be radiated (ctimes the momentum flux!). The

radiative losses would therefore lead to an extremely rapid collapse of the plasma.
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The otherterm mentionedby Chenis the contributionof the externalmechanicalpressure.
However,it iseasytoseethatthispressuremustbelarge.Neglectingtheradiativeterms,onecan
seethatinorderto haveconfinement:

1(E,,E 2 B 2

Pex, = P +3---_+--(, 2U,, (103)

Therefore, the external pressure must be of the same order as the energy density stored inside the

EST, as discussed previously. It is difficult to imagine how Chen proposes to confine a high-
energy EST with an internal magnetic pressure of 1 billion atmospheres in partial vacuum.

It is clear that none of the documented or potential explanations provided by EPS for the claims
of stable energy storage is physically possible. So far, a valid theoretical model that can account

for the experimental observations remains elusive. The extraordinary claims regarding the
properties of the EST as well as the theoretical procedures utilized by EPAS are at odds with the

known relevant physics. One could be tempted to assume that, although the theoretical models

provided by EPS are in error, there could be experimental evidence of some structure. However,

based upon the additional documentation provided by EPS, there are also some problems with
this type of evidence, as described in the next section.

8. Experimental Observations

Among the additional documentation furnished by EPS was a report to the defense Special
Weapons Agency (DSWA) [6], which included a slightly more elaborate description of the
experimental procedure used to create ESTs. In the 1999 version of an EPS document [3], EST

initiation is described in terms of electron beam injection, while in the 2000 version [5] an

electric arc is used. There is also a mention in [6] of generating the ESTs by using an exploding
wire. The electric arc approach is described in [6]. In a tabletop experiment, a high-current arc

discharge (400 amps) between two carbon electrodes is initiated in a low-pressure (0.0011 atm)
Nitrogen atmosphere. The experiment lasts 10 seconds and is characterized by electrode material

vaporization and the melting of parts of the structure. Pictures of the experimental set-up show

significant thermal damage. The "proof" of the presence of ESTs consists of a picture of a small,
luminous ring-like object seen at some distance from the arc. It is not clear whether this is an EST

or another more benign structure, since there is no measurement of some of the key
characteristics of the EST.. For example, plasmoids (neutral plasma structures with toroidal

configurations), have often been generated [17] and have demonstrated (relatively) good stability
properties, although certainly not on the level claimed in [2-6]. There is also repeated mention of
the charge neutrality of the EST, since it is not affected by the electric field. This would then also

imply that there is no significant energy storage or magnetic field trapped within the torus, since
the two are closely related.

-7. "_

An energy loss rate of 1.89x10 joules/m- of surface area (assuming that the authors meant

watts/m 2) is quoted [6] and claimed to be an important result that demonstrates the stability of the

EST. It is worth looking at this in more detail. The luminous power of the EST is obtained in [6]

by visually comparing it with that of a Light Emitting Diode (LED) and is (taking into account a
geometric factor) of the order of 0.0026 watts _. The EST has a major radius of 3.5 mm and a

minor radius of 1 mm, thereby giving it a shell surface area 1.38×10 -4 m2. Dividing the total
emitted power by the surface area, one should then obtain an intensity of 19 watts/m 2. The result

of !.89×10 joules/m- claimed in [6] is obtained by multiplying (instead of dividing) by the

- Again. the units used in [6] were Joules for a rate. instead of watts, or J/s.
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surfacearea!This"importantresult"of lowenergylossrateis thereforeincorrectby 8ordersof
magnitude.ThiserrorhassincebeencorrectedbyEPS.

In thesamereference([6], p. 1I), a"demonstration"ESTisdescribedwithcharacteristicssimilar
to theone"observed"in thearcexperiment,atleastasfarastheelectronenergy(I 10eV, of the
orderof theenergyacquiredin thecathodelayer)andtheambientatmosphereareconcerned.
However,themajorradiusisnow 10cm,whiletheradiativepoweris now0.00046J/s.It is not
clearhowa totalradiativepower10timessmaller than the experimental one could be obtained
when the surface area is 3000 times larger than the (assumed) experimental EST.

It is then further stated that the number of ions is approximately 1% greater than the number of

electrons. This is in disagreement with the values quoted in the same document for the analysis of

the experiment. In this analysis, Chen quotes a value for the relative charge excess:

f-I _-7×10 -5, which is significantly different from the 1% mentioned elsewhere. It is also

worth looking at this experimental analysis in more detail. A key assumption in Chen's analysis is

that the background ion density is equal to the ambient density, which is approximately

h = 2.5x 1022 m-3. Using this value for the electron density and the given EST dimensions, this

corresponds to a = 890, which is close to the value (_z= 1100) quoted by Chen. Another

assumption is that the maximum electron energy is 200 eV. Using this value and the computed

value of cz with the scaling relation (37), one finds that f- I--8.7 × 10-5 , again close to the

value quoted by Chen. However, there are two other important pieces of information concerning

the experiment that are important to mention:

• The observed ESTs appear to be charge-neutral, since they do not appear to be affected by the
electric field near the electrodes.

• The EST's are affected by gravity, and are seen to follow parabolic trajectories.

The latter can provide some information about the typical acceleration to which the EST is
subjected. Using a characteristic dimension of L = 10 cm (the average interelectrode separation)
and an EST lifetime of 0.6 sec, the acceleration must be at most of the order of:

2L
al_,,v < -- --_0.5 m/s 2 (104)

t 2

Note that this corresponds to an average mass density in the EST only 5% larger than the ambient

density, which is consistent with Chen's assumption. However, the acceleration in an electric

field is simply given by:

aete,.= (j_-l)_e E (105)
mN 2

where 'mN_ is the molecular mass of nitrogen. With the applied voltage of 200 Volts used by

Chen and an interelectrode spacing of 10 cm, this leads to:

aete,. = 5X105 m/s 2 (106)

In order to match the observation that the EST is "charge-neutral" (i.e., is not affected by the

electric field), the acceleration from the field should be much less than the one due to gravity.

However, according to the parameters deduced by Chen, it is 6 orders of magnitude larger.

Therefore, it is clear that this document provides no reasonable evidence supporting the existence

of the high-energy EST (i.e., one with a significant electric charge). However, a completely
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chargeneutralstructure(andthereforeprobablynotanEST)isnotruledout.It isalsointeresting
to pointout thata rateof energylossesby collisionswasgivenfor theveryhighenergyEST
describedin [2],whichisextremelylowto supportlifetimesof theorderof severalyears.It isnot
clearhowthisvaluewasobtained.Asdemonstratedearlier,if thesametheoreticalmodel[I] used
to describethepropertiesof thisESTis utilized,thecollisionallossesmentionedin [2] are18
ordersof magnitudebelowtheexpectedlevels.If theionsandelectronsareseparatedasclaimed
in the more recentdocumentation[5], there are no collisionallosses;however,the ion
confinementremainsa dauntingproblem.If neutralsmustexerta confiningpressureon theion
shellinsidethetorus,thenelectron-neutralcollisionsareunavoidableandtheenergylossesare
againlarge.If the lossesareestimatedfrom theexperimentaldata(assumingthattheobserved
structuresareESTs)andusingtherateof energylossperunitof ESTsurfaceareatheresultsare
underestimatedbyat least8ordersof magnitudeasshownabove.Despiteclaimsto thecontrary,
thereisnojustificationforassumingalowrateof energylossof theEST.

In a recentmeetingbetweenMSE,EPSandMIT [7], additionalexperimentalevidencewas
presented.Primarily,thisconsistedof photographsof toroidsproducedinarcexperimentsandin
explodingwire experiments.Thelattermethodappearedto producea muchlargernumberof
toroids(the assumedEST)than the arc method.An interestingparametricstudywas also
performedby EPSwith respectto theappearanceof thetoroids.In thatstudy,a photographic
imagewassimulated,assumingatoroidalplasmashapeandvariousratesof rotationalongmajor
andminoraxes.Thisstudywasthenableto providetherangeof rotationspeedsrequiredfor the
photographicimageto alwaysappearas it doesin theexperiments.Thisstudywasof great
interest,becauseit providesthefirst exampleof valuabledataagainstwhichvariousphysical
modelsof the plasmatoroidscanbe compared.The studyis definitelya stepin the right
direction.One key difficulty in the experimentalinvestigationsof the EST is the lack of
diagnostics.Thisisof courserelatedto thelackof reproducibility.Sincetheproductionof ESTs
is aninherentrandomphenomenon,it is difficult to predictthetimeandlocationat whichthe
ESTis formed,andwhereadvanceddiagnosticscouldbeapplied.Therefore,it appearscriticalto
proceedin twodirections:1)systematicallyinvestigatetheconditionsfor maximalrateof EST
production;and2)performsystematicstatisticalanalysesof theproducedEST.Thedifficulties
associatedwithESTcharacterizationaredulyappreciated.Nevertheless,it is stronglyurgedthat
furtherprogressin thisdirectionbeundertaken,in orderto provideusefulexperimentaldatato
testall possiblemodelsof theobservedphenomena.

9. Conclusions

Basedupontheanalysisof all theprovidedinformation,a numberof conclusionscanbemade
regardingthe ESTconceptasproposedandobservedby EPS.It is importantto distinguish
betweenthetheoreticalmodelsandtheexperimentalobservations.It isundeniable that EPS does
observe luminous toroidal structures in its experiments. However, the nature of these structures is

far from clear. For example, one could simply assume that they are luminous fluid vortices

("smoke" rings) containing small particles at high temperature (the result of electrode or wire

vaporization). Photographic snapshots could not provide enough information to eliminate this

tentative explanation, but the study on rotation rates indicates that this is extremely unlikely (thus
the usefulness of such studies, as mentioned earlier). However, a rigid structure cannot be ruled
out. Other various complex, exotic and likely models can be proposed, as well. The cold-fluid,

multishell model with a high magnetic field stored within the toroidal shell as proposed by EPS is
rather extreme and (as described in this report) highly unlikely. However, there may be some

hope of finding the correct physical model. Once this is done, potential applications can be
accurately assessed.
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MSE'sconclusionsregardingtheanalyticalandexperimentaldatapublishedby EPSandMIT
regardingtheESTconceptareasfollows:

(1) Thecold-fluidequationsfor theelectrongasandtheirnumericalsolutions(describedin [I])
have beenverified. Theseequationsare appliedto a toroidal plasmashell in the
approximationof averylargetorusdiameter( Rr >> rt,). The electron fluid rotates to create

a magnetic field inside the torus, while being confined by the electrostatic field created by a

excess of positive charges in the plasma. MSE's numerical solutions agree with Chen's on

this point.

(2) However, the model in [1] does not describe the complete dynamics of the system. Within

the context of that model, it is found that the ionic component is unstable in the presence of
the required electrostatic field. Therefore, one cannot at the same time realize a

configuration that confines both electrons and ions without invoking an external

confinement mechanism. An external confining field would need to be of the same order as

the field being stored inside the torus, thereby limiting practical applications of the concept.

(3) The discrete model proposed by EPS contains various fundamental errors. In the limit of a

large number of electrons, the correct equations were provided by MSE and are consistent

with the cold fluid model. Again, the ions cannot be naturally confined.

(4) An external mechanical pressure is required to confine the ions. This was mentioned by
Chen after MSE provided a preliminary copy of the present analysis to EPS, but a small

("partial" vacuum) pressure was deemed necessary [4]. However, it can be seen from simple

arguments and from the classical Virial theorem, that the confining pressure would need to
be at least of the same order of magnitude as the energy density contained in the EST.

Therefore, there is no possibility of confinement of high-energy ESTs in a partial vacuum.

(5) The other contributions to the Virial suggested by Chen [8], namely radiative emission and

perturbations of the electromagnetic stress tensor at the boundary due to coherent
fluctuations are not relevant. Physically speaking, it is pointless to use the radiative emission

to prevent plasma expansion, since this would imply a very high rate of energy loss, thereby

leading to a rapid collapse of the structure.

(6) The need for an external pressure (mechanical or electromagnetic) of the same order as the

contained energy density is critical to the assessment of feasibility and usefulness of the EST
concept. Any potential for large energy storage capability with no external field is negated,

since the requirements for an external magnetic field are replaced by an equally impractical

requirement for large neutral pressure.

Using the current theoretical model of the EST, it has been shown that the mixture of ions

and electrons would be the subject of excessive losses through Coulomb collisions and

possibly cyclotron radiation. This energy loss rate is sufficient to prevent "long-term"
stability of the plasma, even in the presence of an externally applied confining field. A
modification of this model using separation of ions and electrons into separate "shells"

would prevent these coilisional losses but is not possible without a plausible mechanism for

ion confinement. Since an external pressure would be required to confine the ions, electron-
neutral collisions then become unavoidable and lead to similarly large and debilitating rates

of energy losses.

The mention by EPS [4] of suppression of electron-ion collisions due to the strong coupling
is not valid. Since the relative velocity between electrons and ions is large, the electrons and

ions together do not form a strongly coupled plasma.

(7)

(8)
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(9) Afterfurtherdiscussion[4], EPSstatedthatthefixedionbackgroundwasrealandwasthe
resultof acontinuousionizationprocessof thebackgroundneutrals.Thisprocesswasalso
examinedandfoundto be fundamentallyflawed,leadingto evengreaterratesof energy
lossesthatareincompatiblewithanyclaimof longtermstability.

(10)Thenumberspresentedin the literature[2-6]areofteninconsistentandattimesunphysical.
Furthermore,the analysisof the experimentpresentedin [6] is inconsistentwith the
observations.Thereisalsonomeasurementof theessentialphysicalpropertiesof theEST,
sootherinterpretationsof theexperimentcannotbeeliminated.

Basedupontheseresults,onemustconcludethattheESTconcept(ascurrentlyproposedbyEPS
andMIT) is fundamentallyflawed.Noneof theclaimsof extraordinaryenergystoragecapability
andabsolutestabilitycanbescientificallysubstantiated.Althoughthepresentanalysisusedthe
exampleof a high-energyEST for demonstrationpurposes,the conclusionsaffect EST
configurationson all scales. Various tentative models for ion confinement and EST stability have
been suggested by EPS, but none of these satisfies basic physical constraints. These claims were

made before the problem of ion confinement had been seriously addressed. It is absolutely

essential that this problem be resolved before long-term stability and energy storage properties
can be accurately evaluated.

Although the documentation concerning the experimental evidence is limited, it also appears that
a thorough analysis of the experimental data has yet to be performed. The experiment described
in the provided reference [6] utilized inadequate diagnostic procedures. However, it should be

pointed out that this is not necessarily the responsibility of the investigators, but rather the result

of the chaotic nature of the phenomena and possibly the lack of adequate funding. This analysis is

the most complete to date and used the very latest data and models suggested by EPS. It also
exposed a number of fundamental problems, which had not been previously identified.

The principal objections to the EST concept as currently proposed by EPS concern the theoretical

model, as well as claims of very large energy storage and stability properties as made by its
investigators. Unfortunately, these claims divert attention from other possible physical

explanations for the experimental observations. As emphasized earlier, the observed production

by EPS of plasma structures in exploding wire and arc experiments is undeniable. Although this
is not the first time that such plasma structures have been produced [ 18], the EPS observations are

relatively new and can potentially benefit from better diagnostic procedures. The study of "Ball
Lightning" [19] phenomena contains many similar observations, along with a large variety of

theoretical models. Some of these models could also be invoked as an explanation for the

experimental observations made by EPS. At any rate, the theoretical work done to date by the
EPS/MIT team lacks completeness and accuracy. For example, the ion confinement problem was

never mentioned before discussion with MSE, yet it is critical to long-term stability. Various

mechanisms were proposed to address the stability problem, but none was found to be physically
feasible. The current direction in theoretical development by MIT now seems to include a two-

fluid model, yet it is not clear what could be expected from this new development. Instead, it

seems clear from a look at the Virial Equation [e.g., Equation (101)] that the real problem
concerns the lack of a negative energy term. For example, this is supplied in astrophysics by

gravity such as in the cases of self-gravitating plasma rings [20]. In a degenerate plasma, the
exchange energy plays a similar role, and this allows an ionic crystal to be stable. This would be

an alternative possible approach to the classical fluid model. Of course, such a system could not
allow the storage of energy in a magnetic field, since both the electrons and ions together would

need to be strongly coupled (i.e., no relative velocity). This model could have some applications,
although it would not be an EST (i.e., no magnetic field).
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It shouldnowbeclearthatthereis nophysicallyfeasiblesolutionfor theESTconceptwhichby
definitionincludeshigh loop current,non-neutralplasma,and trappedmagneticfield. As
proposed,theenergystorageapplicationsarenot possible.However,thepossibilityof charge
neutral,metastablestructures(lifetimesof theorderof severalmilliseconds)is intriguingandcan
havea numberof applications.Chenproposedto usesuchstructuresfor propulsion,sincetheir
longlifetime(I ms)mightallowthemto beacceleratedto highspeed.With thestructurebeing
charge-neutral,theonlywayto applyanacceleratingforce(asproposedbyChen)wouldrequire
agradientof magneticpressure.However,togenerateastronggradientacrosstheESTdimension
(< lcm)withanappliedmagneticfieldwouldbeaseriouschallenge.

MSEbelievesthatthepursuitof stable(or rather,"metastable")andenergeticplasmastructuresis
a worthyandvery importantendeavor.Researchin thisdirectionshouldbepursued,but with
muchcautionandunderstrictpeer-review.A moredeterminedandfocusedresearchprogramon
theoreticalmodeldevelopmentshouldbeahigh-priorityitem.Despitethemanyproblemswith
thisESTconcept,it is recommendedthatindependenttheoretical(usingdifferentmodels)and
experimentalinvestigationsof thefeasibilityof usingvariousplasmastructuresfor propulsionor
energyproductionshouldbeinitiatedbyNASA.
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